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Jelly Ball AKA Water Bead Experiment
What you need: Fluorescent gel/paint, jelly balls (AKA water beads. Clear
works best, but we use many colors and sizes.), water, a black light (you
can buy finger lights super cheap on Amazon, almost any dollar store, or
Wal-Mart), and some kind of container, such as a test tube or bowl.

Set up: Fill your container with the water and enough fluorescent
gel/paint to change the waters color and make it much less transparent.
Stir well, then add the balls.

Once you’re all set up start answering the questions below!

What did they look like initially?

How quickly did they start to change?

What was the first thing you noticed when adding the balls to the water?

What did they look like after 5 minutes, 15 min, 30 min, etc.?

What happened when you used the black light to look at the jelly balls?

Pour a few balls out, did they bounce?



Using the black light in the dark, shine it in the spots the balls bounced,
what did you see?

For the following questions you’ll need more water, however much you
choose. Start adding the water only after all of the originally added water
is gone. Add enough to cover the balls each time you add more. Repeat
that step as many times as you’d like, until you feel like there’s no chance
the balls could absorb more, or all of your questions have been answered.
The goal here is to figure out how adding water repeatedly would change
and/or add to this experiment.

What happened when you added more water once all you added initially
was gone? Did the balls react the same way they did when you added
them to the water the first time?

Did the balls get any bigger after adding more water?

Did the balls begin to grow so much that they started to crumble or lose
their structural integrity in any way?

Did the water dilute the fluorescent gel more and more, to the point that
you could no longer see it, or it was no longer visible under the black
light?



What exactly, if anything, happened if you kept adding water?

What happened when you left the balls over night?

Remember your jelly balls/water beads can be dried out and used again
and again. For the next questions you’ll need to take a few or more beads
out of the water and lay them out to dry!

Did the fluorescent gel/paint change the balls in anyway once they were
dried out?

If you used multiple colors, check to see if the colors were changed any
after dried out due to the fluorescent gel, or did they stay the same?

Drop a few beads into water without adding fluorescent gel. After they
grow to full size, lay out a few of them, as well as some of the fluorescent
balls to dry out.

Did the fluorescent gel slow or speed up the drying?

Was the fluorescent gel was released upon drying, or if it simply
evaporated like the water had?



What are some questions you have that weren’t asked already? Write and
answer them below!


